Non-Adhesive Privacy Filter Installation Instructions

**In The Package:**
- One Privacy Filter
- Six Bend Tabs
- Six Double-Sided Tape Pieces
- One 1 oz. bottle of cleaning solution
- Two microfiber cloths

This filter allows straight on viewing of the screen while limiting image visibility from side angles.

**Method #1**
The enclosed tabs and double-sided tapes are what hold it in place. As screens vary in size and shape, use your best judgement as to the best placement of the bend tabs. Use guidelines below.

1. Before beginning, hold the filter up to your monitor to verify that you have received the proper size.
2. Remove both protective liners (one on each side of the filter).
3. Decide if you wish to install the filter matte side out or glossy side out, as this is a personal preference and can be changed.
4. Wipe down monitor with cleaner per instructions on bottle and cloth included in your order.

**Guidelines for tab/tape positioning:**

**5. Bend Tabs:** Bend tabs at scored seams. Remove backing to expose adhesive and press firmly to frame of monitor in six places (see Illustration A). Place upper tabs a few inches from the top corners (as shown). This allows the filter to be easily pulled out from the top if needed. Do not place bend tabs along top edge.

**6. Double-Sided Tape (Optional):**
If needed, first pull BLACK end of tap and discard the liner. Apply sticky adhesive piece to top inside screen edge of filter, two places (see illustration A). Pull RED end of liner and discard exposing silicone adhesive layer. The silicone will stick to the screen but will not leave any residue. NOTE: There should not be any black or red ends on the filter when completed.

7. Install filter behind bend tabs.

**Method #2**

Use the enclosed double-sided tape to hold the filter in place. As screens vary in size and shape, use your best judgement as to the best placement of the tapes. Use the guidelines below.

1. Before beginning, hold the filter up to your monitor to verify that you have received the proper size.
2. Remove both protective liners (one on each side of the filter).
3. Decide if you wish to install the filter matte side out or glossy side out, as this is a personal preference.
4. Wipe down monitor with cleaner per instructions on bottle and cloth included in your order.
5. Apply double sided tapes. (see illustration B) Separate one of the adhesive tapes. Pull the BLACK end of tape and discard the liner. Apply sticky adhesive piece to screen side of the filter, two places along the top and the bottom, and one centered on each side (see illustration B). Pull RED end of liner and discard exposing silicone adhesive layer. The silicone will stick to the screen but will not leave any residue. NOTE: There should not be any black or red ends on the filter when completed.
6. Install the filter. Apply gentle pressure to tape areas.

**Additional Notes:**
- This filter will slightly darken the screen. Consider adjusting the screen brightness after application.
- If you find your image is not clear, verify that the filter is tight to the screen. Use extra tabs and/or tapes to help with this.

**Screen Protectors**
**Monitor Hoods**
**Screen Care Products**
**Business to Business Services**

We welcome your questions and suggestions about our products. Find us at www.photodon.com.
sales@photodon.com | 847-377-1185
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm EST

**Photodon also offers a variety of high quality screen care products to improve your screen viewing experience.**